Solutions For Institutions

AAPM&R has year-round solutions for your institution to **share** (your story, research, patient outcomes, outstanding performance), **gain** recognition, **support** your specialty, **recruit** physicians, **inspire** others, **participate** and so much more!

**COLLABORATE**

**Institution Partners Council (IPC)**

This is your opportunity to **participate**, **support**, **inspire** and **gain**! Join this annual program for institutions and receive member benefits and discounts, while supporting physiatry and AAPM&R.

**Annual Assembly**

Reach the largest gathering of PM&R physicians in the world at one time. Serve as faculty, advertise in the *Preliminary and Official Programs*, exhibit, sponsor, recruit at the Job and Fellowship Fair, gain recognition and so much more!

**RECRUIT**

**New! Career Exploration Platform—PM&R Aspire!**

AAPM&R is thrilled to launch a new career exploration platform purpose-built to help physiatrists make better-informed career decisions.

**Job and Fellowship Fair**

AAPM&R’s Job and Fellowship Fair, held the evening before the opening of the Annual Assembly, is the largest PM&R-specific career fair in the country. Meet interested and engaged candidates from across the country who are looking for their next opportunity.

**SAN DIEGO, CA & VIRTUAL NOVEMBER 6-10, 2024**

**#AAPMR24**

**For more information, please contact us at corporatesupport@aapmr.org or (847) 737-6000.**
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**BUILD AWARENESS**
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**AAPT&M&R Website**
Reach more than 9,000 PM&R physicians and the patients they serve. Advertise on aapmr.org and receive thousands of views per month.

**E-newsletters**
*Connection*, distributed weekly and *Updates for Physiatrists In-Training*, distributed four times per year, offer a broad range of advertising opportunities to generate awareness year-round.

**The Physiatrist Newsletter**
Advertise and reach 9,000+ PM&R physicians in their homes and offices as they read *The Physiatrist*, the official AAPM&R membership publication. Published 10 times per year, *The Physiatrist* also resides online for added exposure.

**Mailing List Rental**
Share your organization’s story with PM&R physicians. Mail your newsletter or other important information to your PM&R colleagues across the country.
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